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Bikes and cars: Can we share the road?
With more bikes on the road, drivers are frustrated -- and cyclists are at risk. Now's the time
for changes.
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Growing interest in green transport and healthy lifestyles has raised bicycling's appeal. There are more people riding
bikes now than ever before. Pictured: A bike rider navigates downtown Los Angeles. (Ken Kwok / Los Angeles Times)
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Mandeville Canyon Road is a two-lane, dead-end road that twists and climbs for six miles through a
quiet Brentwood neighborhood. "It's perfect for bicycling -- like honey to bears," says Jeffrey
Courion, former public policy director for Velo Club La Grange, a bicycle touring and racing club.
But with just one lane in each direction and limited visibility in some places, the road has also
become a flash point for conflicts between motorists and cyclists. "It's a problem of people competing
for space," Courion says.
That competition turned ugly in July 2008. Brentwood doctor Christopher Thomas Thompson is
currently facing trial in the L.A. County Superior Court, charged with four felony counts related to a
collision with two bicyclists in Mandeville Canyon. The injured cyclists allege that Thompson
deliberately pulled in front of them, then slammed on his brakes, intending to hurt them.
Thompson's attorney argues that the cyclists had yelled profanities at Thompson and were to blame
for the accident.
The number of people riding bicycles has exploded in recent years. U.S. census statistics released in
September show a 43% increase in bike commuting nationwide between 2000 and 2008, and
Courion's bike club, which often rides in Mandeville Canyon, has seen its numbers nearly double to
nearly 500 in the last several years.
This surge of new bicycles on the road frustrates some motorists, leading to antagonism and
altercations of which the Mandeville Canyon incident is an extreme example. And though data
suggest that cycling fatalities have actually fallen nationwide, one new study suggests that the injuries
cyclists suffer in traffic accidents are becoming more severe.
The city of Los Angeles is currently updating its own bicycle infrastructure plan. Even as it does so,
cycling experts and enthusiasts can't agree on how to make the roads more bicycle-safe. Some
advocate for more dedicated infrastructure, such as bike lanes. Others believe that people riding
bicycles belong on the roads just as surely as do cars -- and that the key to greater safety is people
cycling in a manner that reflects that right.
Safety in numbers
Evidence does suggest that bicycling becomes safer as more people take part. "When motorists start
to expect cyclists on the roads and cycling is the norm, that helps with the accident rates," says Tim
Blumenthal, executive director of Bikes Belong, a bicycle advocacy group based in Boulder, Colo. "A
lot of cities have put more bikes on the roads without a significant rise in injuries."
Between 1998 and 2008, for example, bike commuting in Marin County increased 66% as bicycle
crashes declined 34%.
Cycling enthusiasts cite numbers that suggest the benefits of cycling far outweigh the risks. According
to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration statistics, the 716 bicyclist deaths in the U.S.
during 2008 represented a 6% drop compared with 1998. The risk of fatality is 1 per 32 million
kilometers bicycled, and the average accident rate for commuter cyclists is one accident every 8.7
years, according to Kate Scheider, research coordinator for Bikes Belong.
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In a seminal and oft-cited 1992 report -- "Cycling: Towards Health and Safety" -- Mayer Hillman, a
senior fellow emeritus of the Policy Studies Institute in the U.K., calculated that bicycling's health
benefits -- such as reductions in cancer, heart disease and diabetes -- outweigh its risks by a factor of
20 to 1.
But there are suggestions, too, that the types of injuries cyclists suffer have become increasingly
severe. A study conducted at the Rocky Mountain Regional Trauma Center in Colorado measured a
threefold increase in the number of abdominal injuries and a 15% rise in the number of chest injuries
among cyclists admitted to the regional trauma center over the last 11 years.
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"The number of injuries that came in to our trauma center did not increase, and mortality did not
increase. What did change is the injury patterns," says Zachary Hartman, a medical student who
worked on the research. The exact reasons for the increase in injury severity remain unclear:
Hartman speculates that the increased popularity of large vehicles such as SUVs could play a role.
Trauma center surgeon Dr. Jeffry Kashuk, who presented the study at the Clinical Congress of the
American College of Surgeons last month, puts some of the blame on Denver city planners.
He'd like to see more money spent on bike lanes and paths. "The city is promoting bicycle commuting
without making the infrastructure improvements needed to make bicycles a safe form of
transportation," he says.
Still, determining the best way to make biking safer remains controversial, even among bike
advocates. Some want an expanded bikeway system, with more separate bike paths and bike lanes.
"The future of bicycling in the United States is not on roads that are shared by cars, but on separate
facilities," Blumenthal says. He points to cycle tracks -- a kind of bike lane separated from the
roadway by a curb or other barrier--as one infrastructure improvement that could encourage more
people to ride.
Other bike advocates oppose efforts to move cyclists to separate bikeways and argue instead that
bicycles need to reclaim the city streets. "The bikeway system was designed for the convenience of
motorists -- the safety arguments are bunkum," says John Forester, a bicycling engineer from Lemon
Grove in San Diego County.
Forester is the father of the "vehicular cycling" movement -- a philosophy that views the bicycle as a
form of transportation that belongs on the streets alongside cars.
According to Forester and others in the vehicular cycling camp, efforts to push bikes into separate
lanes or bike paths reinforce the notion that bicycles don't belong on the street and relegates them to
separate and not-quite-equal status. Segregating cyclists to their own paths reinforces motorist
resentment toward cyclists and may encourage drivers to view cyclists on the road as scofflaws
unworthy of their courtesy, Forester says.
Studies support Forester's contention that bike lanes may make cycling more hazardous. In a study
released earlier this fall, Ciaran Meyers from the University of Leeds Institute for Transport Studies
in the U.K. found that motorists gave bicycles significantly more room when passing them on a road
without a bike lane than they did when the cyclist was riding in a dedicated bike lane.
Bike lanes also tend to abut parking spaces, which can turn the bike lane into a door zone where an
opening car door can intrude without warning into a cyclist's path, Forester says. Such "dooring"
incidents have killed cyclists in cities across the U.S.
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